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This software respects and protects the personal privacy of all users who use this software
and services. In order to provide you with more accurate and personalized services, this
software will use and disclose your personal information in accordance with the provisions of
this privacy policy. This software will treat this information with a high degree of diligence
and prudence. Except as otherwise provided in this privacy policy, this software will not
disclose or provide this information to third parties without your prior permission.
When you agree to this privacy policy, you are deemed to have agreed to the entire content
of this privacy policy.
1. Information collection
a) When you use this product, in order to ensure the normal operation of software and
services, we will collect your hardware model, operating system version number, network
device hardware address (MAC), IP address, software version number, network access
method And type, operation log and other information. Please understand that this
information is the basic information we must collect to provide services and ensure the
normal operation of our products.
b) The permissions that will be used during the use of this software:

Authority name Permission function
description

Purpose or scenario of
permission use

Privacy-Microphone
Instructions

Request access to the device’s
microphone for voice recording

Used for real-time recording to
text

Privacy-Voice Recognition
Instructions

Request audio recognition for
conversion to text

For audio files or real-time
recording to text

Privacy-Album access
permissions

Request access to album
content to import video files

Used to extract audio from
video files

Privacy - Camera Access
Request access to the camera
to take pictures

For taking pictures and
uploading images

Privacy - Media Library
Permissions

Request access to media library
to save files

For saving video files

2. Use of information
a) The software will not provide, sell, rent, share or trade your personal information to any
unrelated third party, unless you have obtained your permission in advance, or the third
party and the software provide services to you individually or jointly, and After the end of
the service, it will be prohibited from accessing all these materials that it was able to access
before.
b) This software also does not allow any third party to collect, edit, sell or disseminate your
personal information by any means. If any user engages in the above activities, once
discovered, Audio Clip has the right to immediately terminate the service agreement with
the user.
3. Information storage
a) Location of information storage: In accordance with laws and regulations, we store your
personal information collected and generated during domestic operations in a legally
compliant location.



b) Storage period: We only retain your personal information for the period necessary to
provide the software operation and services. After the necessary period, we will delete or
anonymize your personal information, but laws and regulations have otherwise Except as
required.
4. Information disclosure
Under the following circumstances, the software will disclose your personal information in
whole or in part according to your personal wishes or legal requirements:
a) Disclosure to a third party with your prior consent;
b) In order to provide the products and services you request, you must share your personal
information with third parties;
c) Disclosure to third parties or administrative or judicial institutions in accordance with
relevant provisions of the law or the requirements of administrative or judicial institutions;
d) If you violate relevant Chinese laws, regulations or service agreements or related rules,
you need to disclose to a third party;
5. Your rights
a) We attach great importance to the management of your personal information, and do our
best to protect your right to access, modify, and withdraw your authorization and consent to
your personal information, so that you have sufficient ability to protect your privacy and
safety.
You can withdraw your consent by turning off the function, changing the application
permissions in the device settings, etc., changing the scope of your authorization to continue
to collect personal information or withdrawing your authorization.
b) You can view the entire content of this privacy policy in "My-About Us-Privacy Policy" in
the software.
6. Information Security
We adopt industry-leading technological protection measures. The technical means we use
include but are not limited to firewalls, encryption (such as SSL), de-identification or
anonymization, access control measures, etc.
7. Use of Cookies
Cookies and similar technologies are common and commonly used technologies on the
Internet. When you use this software and related services, we may use related technologies
to send one or more cookies or anonymous identifiers to your device to collect and store
information about your visit and use of this product. We may set cookies or anonymous
identifiers for authentication and security to ensure the safe and efficient operation of
products and services, help us improve service efficiency, and increase login and response
speed. Using this type of technology can also help you avoid repeating the steps and
processes of selecting settings (for example: recording the status of options in the settings),
and help you get a more relaxed access experience.
8. Update of privacy policy
In order to provide you with better services, this software and related services will be
updated and changed from time to time. We will revise this privacy policy in due course and
remind you of the updated content in an appropriate manner before the updated terms take
effect.
9. Contact us



If you have any questions, comments or suggestions about the content of this privacy policy,
you can email
Joyous_de@hotmail.com contact us.


